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Letter to the Editor
Sir,
Edition Number 26 of your journal carried
an article about the memorable Dynevor
School production of “The Devil’s Disciple”
that was put on at The Palace Theatre in
1960. The leading man in that production,
Robin Holland, is reported as modestly
stating that he recalled second-former Philip
Sayer as probably the only performer with
any real talent, and he referred also to his
glittering career that sadly was cut short by
his early death at the age of 42 in 1989.
For those curious to know more about
Philip’s career, there is a full account in the
‘Hall of Fame’ on the website of
The Grand Theatre:
www.swanseasgrand.co.uk
He acted with the Royal Shakespeare
Company; played roles as diverse as St Paul
in the American mini-series ‘Anno Domini’
and Dr Frank N. Furter in the West End
‘Rocky Horror Show’ He appeared on stage,
on television, and in films with Catherine
Deneuve, David Bowie and Madonna
amongst others.
Philip’s Memorial at the Aldwych Theatre
was hosted by Sir Ian McKellen and such
was the high regard in which he was held
by friends and those in his profession, Dr
Brian May of Queen was inspired to write
and record a song dedicated to him, ’Just
One Life’.
At the recent ‘60 years on Reunion’ of the
Year of ’58, contemporaries of Philip Sayer
recalled in conversation his early acting
talent and his precocious charisma which
was well beyond his schoolboy years. In
particular,
I remember Mr. J P Morgan (Holy Joe)
declaring to our form 2D in 1960,
‘I have no doubt that Sayer is going to enjoy
a successful career on the Stage’. I’m not
suggesting divine prescience, but I strongly
suspect that Holy Joe must have known
something about the craft of acting.
Davies, P W: Form 2D, ‘59/’60

Philip Sayer 1946-1989

For a full list of Philip’s credits see:
www.wikipedia/wiki/philipsayer
www.imdb.com/
and the Theatricalia website.
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Dy’vorians Golf Day
At Clyne Golf Club

Not only were we blessed with a
record turnout of 28 entrants for the
Annual Golf Day, but we were also
blessed with good weather.
Entrants started arriving at Clyne
Golf Club at 8.00am, and after an
appetising bacon roll and cup of coffee
the first group started playing at
9.00am. Teeing off in groups of four,
entrants were competing for the team
prize and also for the best individual
prize.

It was encouraging to welcome several
new entrants to this years event and
they, and the regular players, returned
to the club house after a four hour
round.
At the nineteenth hole, we all enjoyed
our usual bowl of soup and a drink,
reflecting on what might have been, if
only…
From the comments received,
everyone enjoyed the day and especially
the company.

Overall winner of the Peter Saword Trophy
was Peter Clement (right). Peter also won
“Nearest the Pin.”

Team Prize winners (left to right):
Gareth Payne, Jeremy Thomas, Mike Kennealy,
John Hollis. John Hollis also won “Longest Drive”.

Upcoming Events
Balconiers’ Day at St. Helen’s. 12th June at 10:30am
Rock Night at The Hyst. 11th October, 2019
Annual Lecture at Dynevor. 21st November at 7:00pm
Turn to page 19 for details.
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The Association has benefited
enormously this last year from the
energetic, professional and inspiring
leadership provided by outgoing President,
Keith Evans, particularly in terms of
outreach to younger former pupils,
rejuvenating the website and more.
Above: Keith handed over the Presidency
to John Walters at the Annual Dinner.
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Looking Back!

© James Davies / Alamy Stock Photo

By Mal Pope (1973-1978)

“Some people leave school and never look back…
for some people, school never quite leaves them.”

I always felt sorry for the teachers
who found the new intake different to
their usual Eleven-Plus graduates.
The comprehensive system meant we
were a mixed bunch academically and
soon it became clear we were made of
different stuff to previous alumni. My
deepest sympathy was for Dr Iorwerth
Mort who could not believe that I, like
most of my friends, preferred Association Football to Rugby. I made such an
impression on Dr. Mort that I can still
hear him saying, with a twinkle in his
eye, “Pope, you’re a typical soccer
player!

It’s been over 40 years since I left
Dynevor and even though the school
has long gone, the impression it made
on me still lingers on. My connection
with the building goes back many
years before I was born. My mother
went to De La Beche Girls school
before her education was interrupted
by a visit from the Luftwaffe. Both of
my elder brothers went to Bishop Gore
Grammar school but, because of the
newly introduced Comprehensive
system I was sent to Dynevor something which I think always secretly
pleased my mum.
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It was hardly surprising that soccer
was our game of choice. I went to
Dynevor together with a Manselton
School soccer team full of Swansea
Schoolboys including future Welsh
International, Jeremy Charles. During
my time in school we managed to get to
the finals of the British School Championships, something I think made Dr.
Mort proud, although he would never
admit it, I’m sure.
My time in Dynevor was completely
overshadowed by a letter I received from
the BBC. In the previous summer term
in Manselton Junior Comprehensive
school, I had sent a tape of some songs I
had written to John Peel at BBC Radio 1.
The subsequent radio session resulted in
the offer of a recording contract with the
newly formed Elton John Rocket Record
Company. By the time I had enrolled in
Dynevor with a new school uniform,

© BBC

pens and satchel, I was already a fully
signed-up professional recording artist.
The following years were always a
juggling act. With both parents being
teachers, I still had to concentrate on my
studies whilst spending every school
holiday travelling back and fore to
London to record with some of the
biggest names in pop music. One week
I’d be in Abbey Road or travelling to
train with Watford FC in Elton John’s
Rolls Corniche convertible and the next
it would be double maths with Mr.
Jowett. I often wonder what might have
been if I’d have had showbiz parents
pushing me to fulfill their own dreams.
However, the mixture of show biz,
followed by normality, kept my feet
firmly on the ground and, in the long
run, probably saved my life…even if it
cost me a fortune.

John Peel, BBC Radio disc jockey, who gave Mal his first break in showbiz.
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If I hadn’t had teachers for parents,
I’m pretty sure I’d have left school and
moved straight to London to become a
musician. Well, if not for my parents
and my headmaster Bernard Norris.
Mr. Norris could be terrifying, but he
was also incredibly encouraging. It was
he who opened the doors for me to have
an interview with an old friend of his,
Mr. Samuel Gorley Putt, admissions
tutor at Christ’s College, Cambridge.
It was Mr. Norris who phoned our
house on the day of my A level results to
tell me that I had done enough to get in.
Even once I had got to Cambridge,
Dynevor was never very far away. After
my first year of studying economics,
I realised that the world of business and
finance probably wasn’t going to miss
me if I changed to something more
interesting or easy.
Having been brought up in a little
Gospel Hall, my Bible knowledge was
on a par with my knowledge of the
promotion winning Swansea football
team of the late 1970’s…so I thought I’d
try Theology. My director of studies
advised me to chat to a Fellow of
Christ’s College who was something of
a whiz at theology. He also happened
to be an old boy of Dynevor. As my
host served me tea and biscuits for a
full hour, I explained why I thought it
might be fun to change disciplines.
Finally, he peered over his glasses
and from behind a pair of bushy
eyebrows I heard him say “Mal. It’s not
for you”.

Rowan Williams, Baron Williams of
Oystermouth, and Dynevor old boy, gave Mal
some sound advice when at Cambridge.

Fair play to Dr Rowan Williams.
He was a fine Archbishop of Canterbury;
he’s doing great work as Master of
Magdalen College, Cambridge, but he
also has the ability to see through people
in a very short space of time and I’m
proof of that!
I’ve been thinking a lot about my
days at Dynevor lately. I actually pass
by the old school most mornings at
4:30am as I head to the BBC Studios in
Alexandra Road to present the early
morning show for BBC Radio Wales.
But that’s not the main reason. It was
back in Dynevor that I got the bug for
music and theatre. Under the
guidance of Johnny Morris (Music)
and David Jenkins (English), in one of
my final years, I took on the role of
Elvis in Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat.
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I am currently working on a new
musical which opens at the Swansea
Grand Theatre on 28th June. The
production is to celebrate the fiftieth
anniversary of Swansea becoming a city.
Calon Lân The Musical tells the true
story of Evan Roberts and the 1904
Welsh Revival, a religious revival that
travelled all over the world from
Swansea.
I’ve been thinking back to the days of
rehearsing in the Dynevor school hall
with the excitement of putting on a
show. It’s a feeling I still get to this day.
The other reason I’ve been thinking
about ‘Joseph…’ is that in that show
I shared the stage with Kevin Johns.
Kev is a proper Dynevor and Swansea
legend and he is also going to star in my
musical Calon Lân.
You can take the boy out of Dynevor,
but you really can’t take Dynevor out of
the boy!

Calon Lân The Musical
Literally translated as Pure Heart,‘Calon Lân’
tells the epic and remarkable true story of Evan
Roberts, a 26 year-old miner from Swansea.
28 June - 6 July 2019
Swansea Grand Theatre
Singleton Street, Swansea.

Mal also wrote and produced the 2014 documentary Jack to a King,
King, the story of how the Swansea
City Football Club was sold for just £1 in 2001 and then, just ten years later, achieved a £90 million
promotion to the Premier League.
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My Life as a Hill Shepherd
By John Barrington (1956-1961)

John has competed in sheepdog trials and has won quite a few.
He designed and wrote the course in Sheepdog Handling and
Management, for the Scottish Qualifying Authority. He has
also judged sheep, both in UK and in the Netherlands.

Dynevor Grammar School sent out
into the world serried ranks of future
professionals, teachers, doctors,
lawyers, nuclear physicists by any
number. Then there was me, a shepherd.
However, shepherding is the second
oldest profession in the world, but there
are not many of us around in the
twenty-first century. It is a long way
from the fives courts and cricket nets in
the school playground, never mind the
heights of the football field at Townhill,
to the even higher 2,000 feet contour

overlooking Loch Katrine and the wild
fastness of the Trossachs. This is
Glengyle, home to my flock of 780
Scottish Blackface ewes, grazing over
four rugged square miles of West
Perthshire Highlands.
A shepherd or shepherdess is engaged
to tend the sheep in their care, working
what is known as “customary hours”
and in all weathers. There are only
three requirements to fully equip a hill
shepherd; a pair of proper hill boots, a
cromag (crook) and a team of good dogs.
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A pair of walking poles will double that
relief, but a shepherd needs to keep one
hand free. It is also a safety device.
When you slip, trip or stumble, as
happens several times a day, just dig
the hazel shank into the ground – and
hang on tight. A cromag will lengthen
your reach, the crook-end designed to
catch and hold any targeted sheep. It
has one more, quite important role. A
small piece of silver or gold will be
secreted between the horn handle and
hazel shank. So, if you were to get a
sudden call from St Peter, you would be
well able to pay Charon to row you
across the River Styx.

© John McSporran

Well-fitting boots should have laces that
tie-off around the ankles, lending extra
support to the lower leg. The “commando” soles will be distinctly curved,
keeping the wearer up on their toes, an
ideal position when climbing a hillside,
or descending at speed. Sheep are not
known for standing around.
Boots on, cromag in hand, a challenging hill stands before you. Glengyle
House nestles on the north shore of
Loch Katrine, 400ft above sea level.
The top ground touches 2,400ft. The
cromag works wonderfully well as a
third leg, reducing the loading on your
lower limbs by 35 tonnes an hour.

A view from the summit of Ben Venue, in the Trossachs looking over Loch Katrine to
Glengyle (the small white house at the head of the loch), birthplace of the infamous Highland
outlaw, Rob Roy MacGregor.
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You won’t have to climb far before
meeting the business end of the job —
sheep. Mine are of the Scottish Blackface
breed, developed over countless
generations to be best suited to the
environment, climate and market
demands. Never requiring supplementary feeding, even in the hardest
weather, ably converting rough, mountain pasture into meat and wool. Apart
from the bleat, every part of a sheep can
be put to good use.
Left to their own devices, all breeds of
hill sheep will keep to a relatively small
area, known as a heft. Hefted sheep will
always give birth within a few paces of
where they came into the world. And
sheep on a given heft will be closely
related, often with three generations in
situ at the one time. Traditionally, hill
ewes reaching five and a half years of age
are sold off, seeing out old age under far
better conditions in the Lowlands.
An old French proverb states “There is
no good shepherd without good dogs”
and never were more truthful words
spoken. Without the essential support of
a good team of Collies, herding sheep on
the open hill would be impossible. My
usual complement would be four dogs at
heel; a leader, a pair of
goffers and a novice —
but one that will stay
still when things get a bit
hectic. The goffers do
most of the leg work, and
there is plenty of that, up
and down the hillside.

The number one dog is kept close at hand
for the specialist tasks, able to single out
and hold onto any sheep requiring
hands-on attention. Under the terms of
the Agricultural Wages Board, a
shepherd will be paid an allowance,
towards the upkeep of two working dogs.
Because of our terrain, shepherds here
are paid for an extra dog. My kennel
usually runs to seven or eight hungry
mutts, reserves are pretty essential.
Under the mantle of winter, but with
days now longer than night, shepherds
would be preparing for the first gather of
the year. Neighbouring shepherds
traditionally work together, moving
through their locality, one flock at a time.
The wife of the “home” shepherd takes
responsibility for the essential catering
— always managing to satisfy any
number of voracious appetites. My sheep
are swept off the hill by an army of men
and a whole drove of dogs, taken in to be
dipped and dosed, reducing the burden
of harmful parasites. Once released to
the hill, ewes quickly disperse to their
own hefts. At this time the hoggs, last
year’s lambs kept for breeding, will
return from six months living in the
softer Lowlands. Vaccinated, then dosed
and swum through
the dip-tank, these
young sheep are
turned out to face
the paucity of their
native mountain. It
will be a while
before any grass will
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grow. A shock to their system, but the
days are lengthening.
May comes in, hopefully with grass at
last growing underfoot. This is lambing
time. For the next five weeks my daily
routine will see me walking about fifteen
miles, and ascending some 5,000 ft. That
is equivalent to climbing Mount Everest
each week. On a full day, a good hill dog
will run 100 miles, as well as easily scaling
the world’s highest peak. I am very much
the junior member in this team.
In June, life becomes a little busier.
Ewes and lambs are gathered in, lambs
counted and marked; any adult sheep
not rearing a lamb will be sheared of her
wool. No sooner has the “lamb marking”
been completed, than it is July and we
are back out on the hills for the main
shearing round. First gather, then clip.
The wool is used for tweed cloth, carpets
and luxury mattresses. Somehow, we fit
in a few sheepdog trials, just for fun.
The August sweep, sees the gathered
lambs split between those destined for
joining the flock, most heading to
market. September clears the hill
ground of all but the 780 breeding ewes.
With the slackening pace, my thoughts
can turn to the new rugby season. Match
fitness is guaranteed!
Sale time, lambs and surviving
five-year-old ewes, is very much the

highlight of the shepherd’s calendar.
Great social occasions. Nights are
noticeably longer; the latest hoggs have
headed south to enjoy six months of
better living. Tranquility settles on the
Highland glens - until December. It is
then that the tups (or rams) are turned
out to the hill, to do what tups are
supposed to do. The next five weeks are
crucial. No matter how assiduously a
shepherd works the rest of the year, the
success or otherwise of any flock is laid
down at this critical time.
In all weather, proper boots, a sturdy
cromag and good dogs enable this
shepherd to fulfill his duties, always
appreciating the sheer magnificence of
mountain and glen, taking care of my
sheep.

For more about John’s life as a
shepherd read “Red Sky at Night”
(Luath Press, Edinburgh). which was a
number one best-seller in 1984 and won a Scottish Arts Council book award.
There is also a more recent companion book, “Of Dogs and Men.”
Both books are available from Amazon.co.uk.
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On the Buses

David Bemmer (1957 - 1964)

Leyland Titan TD5 Lowbridge

In the mid-fifties South Wales Transport was still using pre-war AEC
Regent II’s. By then they were looking
a little old-fashioned, with single-skin
roofs with external ribs, and jutting
destination boxes. Inside, the windows
were framed in varnished wood and the
seats were blue leather. You could tell
when one had been overhauled, as the
navy blue side panels had been freshly
painted, the ceilings repainted white
and the wood re-varnished. These old
stagers survived as learner-driver
trainers and tree cutters until the early
sixties. Alas, none survives.
Of course one didn’t just go to
school on a bus, one could go to the
beach, either on a 77 to the Slip
Bridge, or as a special treat to Caswell
Bay on the summer 40 service.

One of the consequences of the eleven
plus exam in the fifties was that those of
us lucky enough to pass it usually had to
travel several miles to school, usually
by bus, with a season ticket provided by
the local education authority. In the
fifties there were lots of buses and lots
of bus companies, so the opportunity
was there for budding bus-spotters. In
Dynevor school there were bus fans and
train fans, though some combined both
interests.
Even before going to secondary
school, though, you could hop on a bus
to primary school if you had the odd
penny or two for a ticket. I usually
walked the two miles or so to Martin
Street Primary School in Morriston,
but sometimes would catch a 71 or 77
back to Morriston Cross.
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This was one of the longest routes in
Swansea, taking in Morriston,
Plasmarl, Brynhyfryd, Manselton,
Cwmbwrla, Mayhill, Townhill, Sketty,
Mumbles and Newton before finally
reaching its destination. South Wales
Transport used lowbridge buses on
this route, with four-abreast seats
upstairs and a sunken gangway.
The best seat was right at the front
upstairs, with an all-round view and
more legroom. For conductors,
though, these buses must have been
hard work, with passengers having to
pass their money along to the
conductor and the conductor having
to pass back the tickets. Getting out
was also a struggle if you were seated
by the window and had to get past
fellow passengers on the same seat.
Some pupils didn’t travel on SWT’s
buses; in Morriston one also had United
Welsh and J James of Ammanford,
who provided what were colloquially
known as “the valley buses”.

These were obliged by local regulations
to travel non-stop from Morriston to
Swansea. Different bus companies
favoured different makers, of course.
SWT were the second biggest buyer of
AEC’s after London Transport,
whereas United Welsh were part of the
state-owned Tilling Group, using Guys
and then Bristols. James were loyal
purchasers of Leylands. United
Welsh’s bright red and cream Guys
sported the famous “Indian head”
radiator mascot, while their Bristols
were K-series and Lodekkas. At the
time I thought the Lodekkas were
rather odd, with their rather squat,
slightly old-fashioned appearance, but
I now appreciate what a clever design
they were, providing a low-height
design but with normal seating and
gangways for passengers – no more
passing tickets along upstairs.
James were ahead of the game with
their Leyland Atlanteans, featuring
transverse rear engines which became

A mixture of bus companies and pre-war cars in High Street, Swansea, circa 1950.
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“Silver” front entrance Regent

were an experiment by SWT, with the
aluminium panels left unpainted to save
some cost and weight. The kids may
have loved them, but Swansea’s sea air
soon tarnished them and any damaged
panels had to be replaced rather than
filled and painted, so they ended up the
same crimson as all the others.
Those pupils who lived in Tycoch or
Port Tennant would have travelled to
school on SWT’s AEC Bridgemasters.
Long and low, these had air suspension
at the back and could carry 72
passengers. Downstairs at the front
passengers faced rearwards as on the
Lodekkas, but the best feature was the
air suspension, soft and floaty. It was so
soft that naughty boys could bounce the
bus by running back and fore on the bus
or by pulling on the platform pole –
something I’m told the conductors
would do to annoy a mate who was
driving.

the norm in bus design. Compared to
“normal” buses they seemed strange!
What was the engine doing at the back
under a peculiar “bustle”? James were
the first company to run these buses in
revenue-earning service, truly
pioneering. James also had a striking
livery of vermilion with maroon stripes.
Unfortunately, none of these survive in
preservation.
South Wales Transport’s old Regent
II’s were succeeded by Regent III’s,
still with single-skin roofs that dripped
condensation on your head, adding to
the tobacco smoke upstairs. More
modern body styles arrived with the
Orion bodies – some with electric doors
at the back – no more draughts or rain
coming in on the platform at the back!
Regent V’s succeeded the III’s, and
then came those magnificent thirty foot
long Regent V’s with doors at the front,
some of them were “silver”, too! These
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Those of us who went to Dynevor
School in the centre of Swansea had to
travel up to Townhill’s Ganges Field for
games. Ganges Field, incidentally, was
named after a Mr Gange who owned the
field, and was nothing to do with the
river in India! The trip entailed taking
the number 12, I think, to Graiglwydd
Square. SWT used special buses on this
route which at one point negotiates a 1 in
5.6 gradient, single deck AEC Regals
with low ratio axles and semi-automatic
gearboxes. These were succeeded by
underfloor-engined Reliances, again
with rather jerky semi-automatic
gearboxes and lightweight bodies which
vibrated noticeably. Buses worked hard
on this service, and after the long
descent back to Swansea one could smell
the hot brakes and tyres on them when
one got off.
Bus crews often worked on the same
routes, so the conductors got to know
which of their schoolboy passengers had
season tickets. Boys invariably headed

SWT AEC Bridgemaster when brand new.

for the seat right at the back upstairs, so
quite often the boys would show their
seasons to the conductor as they passed
him downstairs or the conductor would
just climb part of the way up the stairs
and ask ”Seasons, boys?” to a chorus of
“Yes”. Some of the crews were “characters”: one conductor bore a striking
resemblance to the fifties comedian
Arthur Askey, being short and bespectacled. He obviously knew this, as instead
of saying “Fares, please” he used the

Left: A Regal III climbs the steepest part of the Townhill route. Right: a Reliance
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comedian’s catch-phrase “I thank you”.
Spending seven years travelling daily on
the service buses you became aware of the
drivers, too. One driver whose name was
Jack was notorious for slipping the clutch
on starting off; the bus would be halfway
down the Kingsway before he finally
engaged first or second gear.
Season tickets were given out at school
by form teachers at the beginning of term,
and were for travelling on particular
routes and limited to weekdays and
particular times of day. Five o’clock was
the cut-off point, so if you were kept in
school for some reason, such as detention
or volunteering in the school library, you
had to make sure you got on a bus home
before five. This could be a problem in the
run up to Christmas, with shoppers laden
with bags filling the bus stops. They
would complain to the conductors that
boys were “pushing in” or jumping the
queue. Some did, but some of the
shoppers were tough old birds who
wouldn’t hesitate to thrust a sharp-edged
shopping bag or brolly into your leg in a
bid to get to the front. If you lived in
Morriston and couldn’t get on a 77 at the
Kingsway Post Office outside Dynevor
then you had to take a quick walk up to
High Street to the stop outside W H Smith
and hope you could get on a 71 from the
Exchange.
Lunchtimes were easier: Dynevor
released its pupils at about 12.20 and a 77
would appear at 12.25. With luck you
could be home by 12.50, grab some lunch,
thus avoiding those dreadful school

dinners that came out of those insulated
aluminium cans, and catch a 1.25 bus
back to Oxford Street with a quick run
past C&A’s to reach school before 2.00.
United Welsh and James, along with
some other companies, were eventually
absorbed into South Wales Transport,
which in turn became part of the National
Bus Company, which was then privatised.
SWT was bought by its management and
its buses turned two-tone green, only to
be sold to Badgerline and ultimately First
Cymru. During those times various
models and makes of bus were bought,
such as Bristol VR’s, Leyland Nationals,
mini-buses, Leyland Olympians, and the
ubiquitous Dennis Dart and its
successors.
What sticks in one’s mind, however,
are those old buses we travelled to
school on. Luckily, some of them still
survive in Swansea Bus Museum. They
still travel on some of the old routes on
Running Days, too, so why not come and
see them? We need your support; old
buses take up a lot of space and at
present we have to lease an expensive
industrial building, so if there are any
wealthy philanthropic Dy’vorians
interested in transport and preserving
Swansea’s past please get in touch!
Better still, come and have a ride on
them and go back to your school days!
I must thank Phil Trotter, a manager at First Cymru,
for his kind permission to use some photos from
his vast and extremely interesting collection not
just of bus and coach photos but railway photos
featured on his web site:
www.philt.org.uk, which is well worth a visit.
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Balconiers’ Day

Rock Night!
11th October, 2019

St Helen’s Rugby & Cricket Ground

The Dy’vorians Association is
holding a special music night
at The HYST in Swansea.
It will be FREE to all former Dynevor
pupils and their partners.
Final line up of artistes will be
announced in due course.
Further details and ticket
reservations:
jeffvaughan1@virginmedia.com

12th June at 10:30am
Glamorgan v Derbyshire
Guest Speaker

Stephen Hedges
Stephen will give a fascinating
insight into the cricketing life of his
father, Bernard Hedges, as well as his
achievements on the rugby field
where he played for Pontypridd and
Swansea RFCs and earned a final
Wales trial in 1950.

It is also hoped to have a special jam
session consisting of former pupils.
If you are a musician, amateur,
professional, or megastar, and would
be interested in performing a few
numbers, give Jeff Vaughn a call 07810575703

Bookings may be made directly with
Ken Sharpe
ken.sharpe@btinternet.com
or by phone: 01432 359990

Annual Lecture
The Samuel Roberts Lecture Theatre at Dynevor

E
SAVE
TH ES
DAT

21st November at 7:00pm

Dr. David Jeffreys
Egyptologist

Dr. Jeffreys will talk about his archaeological work in Egypt.
Prior to the Lecture at 5:00pm, the President’s Awards Ceremony will be held
at the same venue, to recognise the achievements of students of the University
who have overcome personal adversity to continue their studies.
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Sir Harry Secombe
By Roger Brown (1953-60)

Roger Brown writes about Harry Secombe’s
years at Dynevor, gleamed from Harry’s
autobiography “Arias and Raspberries.”

Cockett and later became a prebendary
of St Paul’s Cathedral.
Writing in his first autobiography,
Arias and Raspberries, Harry wrote
how he was proud to wear his school
cap and tie, but as the family budget
didn’t allow for a blazer, he wore an
ordinary jacket. He felt he had stepped
into the world of The Magnet with
Harry Wharton and his pals. The
masters wore gowns, there was a school
orchestra, cricket nets and a fives court.
On the debit side Harry was not as
accomplished as his brother, and he

The story became legendary in my
time at school that when Harry
Secombe was invited by Glan Powell, as
headmaster, to give a short address to
the school at one of the assemblies in
Mount Pleasant Chapel, Harry replied
with giggles and to the amusement of
all “10 Old Street, St Thomas.”
Harry Secombe was a pupil at
Dynevor from 1933 until 1937, having
passed a scholarship examination,
following his older brother, Fred, at the
school. Fred became head prefect and
after ordination served as vicar of
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was continually reminded of his
brother’s achievements by the masters.
His arithmetic was appalling, but he
was good in English and art. His school
report for the Easter term of 1936, when
he was fourteen years of age, shows he
came 27th in a form of 34 boys, with an
average percentage of thirty-seven. The
report noted he was active in the school
choir and had won first prize in a short
story competition. His form master,
Glan Powell, wrote that this was a very
disappointing result from a capable lad.
“There must be a great striving for
accuracy.” The then headmaster,
Llewelyn John, added, “Determined
effort is necessary.” Nevertheless,
Harry passed his Higher Certificate
with four credits in English, Art,
French and German.
Harry relates how he entered a school
eisteddfod where he was to recite W.H.
Davies’ poem, “Can I forget the sweet
days that have been?” Alas, when the
time came to recite it, in the presence of
the school, the judges and headmaster,
“Beak” John, so-called because of his
large nose, he dried up. His brother
mercifully led him off the platform. The
memory of this haunted him on the first
nights of his subsequent career.
In his last year, when he sat the
Central Welsh Board Examination, his
class was regarded as being rather
unruly, especially as some boys had
stayed on from the previous year to
resit the examination. One pupil
described as “Dai”, was a practical joker

and persuaded his colleagues to play a
practical joke on one of the masters,
who after a lunchtime pint, would give a
mathematical problem to be solved,
and have a little kip.
Stink bombs were to be let off and
sneezing powder thrown into the air,
besides putting imitation dog turds on
the open book in front of the master.
The bombs went off, the master woke,
and there was pandemonium.
Eventually the head, summoned, asked
the form in his quiet voice for those
boys who had sneezing powder to put
up their hands.
Harry, who in his excitement had
failed to use this sneezing powder, was
honest enough to put up his hand.
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CONDEMNED

He was one of six who owned up, and
was castigated as being brother of the
head prefect.
In the head’s study, Harry was
informed he had let his family and the
school down, and asked what he had to
say in his defence. Apologising, he
made clear he hadn’t used the sneezing
power, and actually brought some out
from his pocket on his finger.
Told by the head he didn’t want to
cane him, or that his brother wouldn’t
wish him to be caned, Harry assumed
he was being let off, only to be told if he
wasn’t caned he would do it again. He
had six of the best, and managed not to
yell out, but as he left the room had the
satisfaction of hearing a gigantic
sneeze. “Good lad,” said Dai, who was
waiting his turn outside the study door.
Harry recounts how his ego was lifted
when he had a short story accepted for
the school magazine. He said that
seeing his work in print almost turned
his ambitions away from the stage to a
life of letters. He started to read poetry
and sat for ages in his back garden
contemplating the weeds. However,
after he saw Mickey Rooney in a film
one Saturday afternoon, the embryonic
poet disappeared for good and the actor
reappeared.
Here’s Harry’s short story, which
appeared in the school magazine
number 64 in December 1936. Did
Harry make the right decision to
abandon a literary career for a life in
show business? I think he did.

The heavy footsteps of the prison-guard
echoed down the long corridor. It was
a cold winter’s night and the guard was
glad that he would soon be relieved. He
tramped along the corridor until he came
to that part of the prison which housed the
condemned prisoners. Here he stopped
and he peeped through the bars of Cell
No. 13. Its inhabitant was evidently awake,
because he sat with his head cupped in his
hands, apparently deep in thought. “ Nice
young feller too,” murmured the guard,
“Funny that he should have done such a
thing. Still, nowadays.......” And he marched
away to attend to his nightly duties, shaking
his head sadly.
But Frank Stewart remained in the same
position, and as he sat he mused thus :
“ Why did I do it? He was rich, he had
plenty of money whilst I — I had not had a
square meal for weeks.” Here he clenched
his hands vehemently. “ How was I to know
that he would make any attempt to fight ?
Once — only once, did I hit him with that
paperweight. And then — then, when he
lay so still on the ground, how could I know
that I had killed him ? Then the discovery of
my fingerprints on the paperweight, and —
and my arrest and trial.
It was awful!”
He flung himself on his hard bed moaning,
and attempted to forget his misery in
sleep. At first his slumber was disturbed
by hideous nightmares, but these gradually
left him to be succeeded by more peaceful
visions.
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of the room. On the wall hung a framed
text, which had been given to him when
he was in Sunday School. It contained
the Ten Commandments, written in bold
characters. One seemed to stand out more
than the rest. It was : — “ Thou shalt do
no murder.” What irony ! At last the dream
faded and another followed.

He seemed to be walking along a winding
country lane in the early spring. The sun
was shining and everything bore a peaceful
air. Ahead was a little cottage, its whitewashed walls shining in the mid-day sun,
and a figure standing at the gate. Why, this
scene was familiar to him. Of course, this
was the lane down which he had so often
run when he was late for school, and that
cottage was the one that he used to share
with his mother, long since dead. He ran
forward with a cry of joy, for the figure
at the gate was his mother ! But before
he could reach her, the vision vanished
as if it had been mirrored in a pool, to be
shattered by the slightest ripple. As soon as
it disappeared it was replaced by another.

He was in bed this time, with his arm in
a sling. He had fallen off a hayrick when
playing with a friend, and had broken his
arm. His mother bent over him, her tender
eyes filled with anxiety. The vision soon
vanished but his mother’s face remained
with him. He sat up, his eyes shining, and
arms outstretched, pleading with her for
forgiveness. What was it that gleamed in his
eye — a tear ? No, surely not. He had not
cried since he was a child. But it was, and
soon it left his eye to roll gently down his
cheek. It was followed by another, and yet
another, but he paid no attention to them.
His mother’s face shone with a radiant
smile as she nodded her head to his earnest
entreaties. Now his face was shining with a
heavenly brilliance; and he sank to the floor
with a smile on his face.

This time he was back in his childhood
days. He was sitting on the bank of the
stream which ran through the field behind
the cottage. His feet dangled in the cool
waters, and he was watching the shadowy
forms of the little fish which inhabited the
stream. The stream meandered through
the fields and away into the distance. It was
altogether a beautiful scene and Stewart
gazed sorrowfully at it. He wished fervently
that he was back again in those peaceful
days, so that he could start life anew. He
would have lingered longer, there at the
stream, but the dream faded, to leave
behind another.

Thus they found him on the morrow, his
face having lost none of its radiance, and
the same inexplicable smile upon it. The
warder who found him took off his hat and
bowed his head reverently. Why, he does
not know to this day. The police surgeon
said that Stewart died of heart failure. But
he was FREE !

Again he was home, at the little hut which
he had built with his own hands. In the
corner of the hut stood a small, clumsy
chair. Ah ! how well he remembered it.
He had worked in his spare time to make
it as a surprise for the mother he loved so
well. His eyes wandered to the other side

H.D.S., L.Va.
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A Septuagenarian
Remembers

© Colin Riddle

Part 1

you got a bottle of pop when the Corona
lorry called now and again! We gathered
empty Shippams paste jars because the
man in the corner shop would give you a
free lollipop if you gave him some empty
jars, that he filled with diluted juice to
make more lollipops!
All of the kids in the street went to the
same nursery school when we were five,
and sat around in a circle on small hard
wooden chairs, listening to stories and
nursery rhymes that the teacher read
out. We didn’t have a care in the world,
the television never broke down,
because nobody had one. Internet was
never slow or unobtainable because it

It was the end of the forties, the
War had finally ended, but left its
mark on minds and buildings.
We lived in a "Coronation Street"
type house in Manselton, just a few
miles from Swansea centre. We had
a wireless but no television nor
telephone. One of the neighbours
had a phone, only because her
husband worked at sea and needed
to be in contact from time to time.
The whole street made calls from
there, but not many calls were
made, as most people’s friends had
no phones! Ration books were still
compulsory, and, if you were lucky,
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many. As for class C, there was no hope!
We were warned that even some of
those cleverer ones in 4R might fail
because of an attack of nerves on exam
day! We were told to study, as this was
the most important exam of our lives.
There were no parks nearby, no
Internet nor TV to keep the older and
younger neighbouring children off the
streets. It was very difficult to
concentrate on studying in a bedroom
which overlooked the rest of the world
screaming, shouting, laughing and
having a good time; either because they
had already sat the Eleven Plus or had
that to come!
The whole class had nothing else to
talk about except the exam, and almost
as important the follow-on for those
who were successful!

© The Daily Telegraph

didn’t exist, and the friends we had all
lived in the same street, not scattered all
over the world on Facebook!
They were halcyon days, when the sun
shone all the time, a day took a week and
a week took a month to pass, but
suddenly we found ourselves in the "big
school" in Brynhyfryd, which seemed
like a different country! Most of us had
only gone as far as Swansea on a
shopping trip! Our parents didn’t have
cars, and if you owned a bicycle you
were considered “filthy rich!”
Gradually we found out that it would
be from here that we would be expected
to take an exam called the Eleven Plus,
which could change our lives for ever!
As the next few years slowly passed
and we were finally in our last year at
this school, we were heading, like an
express train, to that highly stressful
day when we would put pen to paper, the
result of which would map out our
future! It was drummed into us that
there would be no second chances on
this one! It was either pass or fail!
Failure meant you´d be sentenced to a
future as a dunce, have no career and
hence no money!
There were three classes in each grade,
normally A, B and C but when you
reached the final grade from which you
sat the dreaded Eleven Plus, they
changed grade A to become 4R. We
never did find out why. We were told by
the class teacher that most of 4R class
would pass, some would fail and that a
few in class B would also pass, but not
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some pen-pusher in the Council offices!
For those of us who had passed, the
two choices we had, and which had
been the main topic of conversation for
some months amongst the boys, was,
did we opt for Dynevor or Bishop Gore?
Dynevor had a great reputation built
on its high standard of teaching, but
being in the centre of Swansea, did not
have the facilities that Bishop Gore
offered. The latter was then recently
built, so very modern for its time. It had
sports fields and a swimming pool but
didn’t have the old school charisma and
reputation of Dynevor. The closest
Dynevor came to facilities were the

We had all heard that there were now
not just two choices of a secondary
grammar school but a new scheme had
been brought into existence by the
education authority called the
Comprehensive! The idea behind this
was to create a mixture of students,
some of whom had passed the Eleven
Plus and some who had failed. This
would supposedly avoid the total
separation of the so called intelligent
students from the Less academic! This
was seen as the ultimate punishment for
those who had passed, chosen one of the
two Grammar schools but were diverted
to Penlan Multilateral at the will of

Dynevor Place, showing the bomb damage after World War II
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But when you met the teacher you quickly
realised it was one of his! Standing well
over six feet tall and an ex army boxer,
said it all!
There were stories circulating of how
to make this punishment less painful!
Usually three or six smacks on the
behind were dished out, depending on
the severity of the "crime." Different
ploys to reduce the pain included
stuffing a book down your trousers, but
in reality none of the ploys worked,
except the lesson the slipper taught you!
Another story circulating was that the
art teacher used a twelve inch rule, with
the sharp edge , to crack students on the
head, usually from behind, for whatever
"crime" they had committed!
Rumours of other punishments, less
painful, were lines and detention. What
were these we´d ask ourselves.
We heard that on our first day, we
would be “ducked” by the older boys.
We’d be dragged to the toilets, our
heads forced into the toilet bowl and
then flushed.
For weeks before we finally entered
the new school the air was buzzing with
all these rumours and questions to
friends and neighbors who were already
at the school. Kids being kids, of course,
most of the feedback was grossly
exaggerated, to the point we finally
thought we were being sentenced to a
life of doom and hard labour!
A Dy’vorian - (1956-1962)

buckets which caught the drips of water
coming through the classroom roofs,
and it was renowned not just for its high
standard of teaching but it´s low
standard of maintenance!
Nevertheless, most of us chose
Dynevor and when the final allocations
came out there were a few surprises.
Prior to this, the results had also some
surprises as a few of the more
intelligent students had failed, and
some in Class B had passed. Our top of
the class had suffered with nerves and
had mental blocks when sitting the
exam, whilst others had clearly not
made sufficient preparation.
We were all on edge at the thought that
some of us who had passed may even
have been sent to the Comprehensive
school! I was one of the lucky ones who
had the school of my choice, namely
Dynevor, and within a few months
would be starting my first term there.
We had heard stories about the
teachers and their reputations! We had
been used to one teacher to a class, who
taught us everything. Now we were
going to be thrown into a world where
we would have separate teachers for
each subject, and would have to adjust
to the personalities of each teacher.
We´d also heard stories of punishments
dished out if you made one mistake!
The severest of these was the slipper!
One teacher was renowned for bringing
the biggest slipper with him into each
class. We would later wonder, when we
saw it who the giant was that once wore it!

The image on page 24 is by Colin Riddle from his
book Swansea, A Photographer’s Dream published by
The Royal Institution of South Wales, 2017.
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The Bit of Swansea where
Dynevor was to be...
By Gerald Gabb (1961-68)

Gerald Gabb is the senior historian of Swansea, and
an oracle on the city’s history from its origins to the
present day.

Did you realise Swansea was once a
walled town ? There seems to have been
a West Gate roughly level with the
Dragon Hotel. In 1290, Thomas
Marshall, a priest, stood near it to watch
William Crach and Trahaearn ap Hywel
being hanged on Gibbet Hill. He would
have had a clear view. So would a
fellow-townsman as late as 1800, when
that eminence had become known, less
menacingly, as Northill. The town was
tiny, hemmed in by meadow, pasture
and cropland. Where McDonalds and
Primark stand were the Whitewalls,
along the Kingsway were the Longlands,

and beyond the YMCA the Waterleys
and the Holywells. All of these were
hedged fields. It has been suggested that
the “long lands” on which Dynevor
ultimately made its appearance, had
been the open fields where Swansea’s
medieval burgesses toiled.
(Comparisons might be made with
1960s physics lessons on this same
spot.) These burgesses were the men
whose houses lined the streets, invited
in by the first lord, Henry Earl of
Warwick soon after 1100. Their
successors by descent, by marriage to a
burgess’s daughter or by apprenticeship
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to a burgess, formed Swansea’s
corporation right through to 1835.
As early as the 1600s, an isolated inn
might have stood near our Specsavers
site. We have only hints. Until World
War II, the Old Swan definitely stood just
eastward of Mount Pleasant Chapel –
there is at least one photograph, and a
drawing by Alf Lavender, art teacher
from Bishop Gore School (which was
then just ten minutes walk up Mount
Pleasant hill). The inn certainly existed
in the period 1813-32, but was it “the
Swann” documented between 1682 and
1700? Every Michaelmas the burgesses
rollicked around the boundaries of what
was called the “liberty” of Swansea, and
in the course of five of these processions
in the late 17th Century they paid “for
drinke at ye Swann for ye
preambulation” as they called it, though
this was only one of their convivial stops.
The licensee was Edward Williams. A
swan made a striking inn sign, and was
used by other local alehouses; we may
have the right one.
The original Mount Pleasant chapel,
into which we were herded for full
assemblies fifty years ago, was built in
1825. And there is a link. Its site had been
called the Swan Field. A 1793 drawing of
the area by Thomas Rothwell, who
worked as a decorator at the Cambrian
Pottery by the river, shows hay being
gathered into stacks there. In the
background he depicts some fine houses,
symbols of a time of change. For
centuries 95% of the burgesses had lived

Alf Lavender’s drawing. The signboard on the
right reads “Old Swan Hotel”
Glynn Vivian Art Gallery

along Fisher, Goat, High and Wind
Streets, each house having a long narrow
burgage plot behind it. This was land for
crops growing, keeping chickens and
pigs, or the pursuit of a craft – it was
where a cooper/burgess, for example,
had his barrel-making workshop. The
town hall by the castle, the marketplace
outside it, and St.Mary’s just the length
of Butter Street away, constituted their
world. But now the vibrant port, coal and
the copper industries were rattling that
ancient model. Population and
prosperity were growing. Some
townsmen became rich enough to “build
big”, and what came to be called Mount
Pleasant was an affluent suburb, a cluster
of mansions. At the base of the hill, for
example, opposite what is now the
Dynevor Centre, The Willows became the
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east-west axis, as it is today. But if you
look at the tithe map of about 1841, that
had no existence even as a pathway, and
the only nearby route was down Mount
Pleasant hill. That, without interruption,
then ran below the old art room. Where it
hit our Kingsway was, until about 1950,
Gower Street. And the whole length of it
went by a different name. Washing Lake.
It is well-established that the “Lake”
element derived from an early English
word, meaning, confusingly, stream.
This one had sources on the site of the
former Mount Pleasant hospital, and
perhaps higher up, near Nicander
Parade. It ran down quite a slope — try
walking, push yourself ! — and after
heavy rain it must have formed a noisy
torrent. I think this is the best
explanation of the name — it came
“washing” (whooshing) down the hill,
and, as we shall see, flowed on into
Wassel Square, a name perhaps derived

The side of the school overlooking Dynevor
Place. Also see photo on page 26.

residence of Swansea’s main man, Lewis
Weston Dillwyn, and The Laurels (police
headquarters site) was the home of
leading magnates, the Groves (and birth
place of William Robert Grove,1811-96, a
physicist of the first distinction). Behind
these, Mount Pleasant (David Williams,
1796) was the source of the area name.
I remember sitting as unobtrusively as I
could in the art room, trying to avoid
attracting Sandy Morgan’s attention. His
comments could be a shade discouraging,
— though my drawings were admittedly
truly awful. One day I got absorbed in
watching the demolition of what had once
been the row of very decent houses, in
Dynevor Place, opposite. It is now a
cul-de-sac, but when these were built in
about 1820, they were beside the only
roadway in the area. Later that was
Delabeche – Grove Place – Alexandra
Road, busy with traffic on an important

The tithe map of about 1841, showing Washing
Lake running into Gower Street, and, under the
“Gow” of Gower, the courtyarded building
which had been the tannery.
West Glamorgan Archive Service
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the western limit of the early town. It was
on roughly the Asteys site that, in 1786,
Griffith Jenkins from Neath built a
substantial tannery.
It is strange to think that his tan pits in
which hides were soaked, surely filled
from the “Lake” were in the car park
behind our Marks & Spencers. Jenkins
was portreeve (mayor) in 1789, 1799 and
probably 1808, but the heavy investment
in this and other projects, brought him to
bankruptcy in August 1799. It was not
uncommon; tanning on any scale
demanded extensive facilities – look at
the tannery from Rhayader now at St.
Fagan’s – and funding institutions were
primitive and unstable. His buildings
survived into the 1850s.
In the later 19th Century, the Dynevor
School buildings became a feature of the
densely urban nature of its vicinity, with
the houses of Pell Street right up to its
walls. It is surprising, though, how going
back just a few decades takes you into an
agrarian environment, dominated by
natural features (hill and
stream), with leather
processing the main
commercial enterprise.

in the same way. Swansea’s manorial
watermills were at Greenhill and
Brynmill. Why was the Washing Lake
not used, it being so much closer to the
town? Maybe it was just too volatile a
watercourse to harness. It was a striking
feature, becoming an area name, long
before “Mount Pleasant”. Until 1698 the
dissenter, Rhys ap Evan, baptised people
from his house, probably using the
waters of the stream. His house was “at
Washing Lake”. Its Welsh name was
Nant Prees, possibly explained by a 1656
agreement, by which Alice, wife of
Howell Richard Prees, took “a small
splott of land whereon she built a
Cottage in the high way by Nant prees”.
In my middle years in Dynevor, I was
known to dodge school dinners, and
other than a plate of chips in Peter
Jones’s in Union Street or at top
Woolworths, one lure was a pasty or
tomatoes on toast from Asteys, just
across the Kingsway. The Washing Lake
ran on down through that part of
Swansea, and carried on, just east
of our Quadrant, towards
the sea. It may well have
determined

Hot off the presses Gerald Gabb has written a very
substantial three volume book with
1,635 pages and 2,237 illustrations, all
contained in a slipcase. Titled Swansea
the Riverside Town it is the biggest Swansea
history book ever published.
For more information contact the author:
g.gabb@ntlworld.com or 01792/613262.
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